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This article takes the Chinese mixed type cigarette as the background and uses 
strategy management process model to analyze the Jinqiao brand strategy choices and 
practices at different levels from the brand’s present situation. It focuses on the 
essential strategy choices and practices at the company level, the enterprise level and 
the function level and proposes the evaluation system of the strategic achievements. 
The first chapter, based on the background and the present situation of the 
development of the Chinese mixed type cigarette ,the author proposes the research 
problem; then the related theory are introduced which include the essence of strategy , 
strategy analyses tool and balanced score card;in the third chapter, the author analysis 
the statement of  Jinqiao with related tools. According to the analyses, the author 
suggest the growing corporate strategy and differentiation competitive 
strategy,then ,specifically, the company should provide support from five aspect 
which are organization structure, operation principle; technology; marketing and 
international business. Finally, based on the balanced score card theory, a set of 
measurement indicators are proposed. 
Based both on the developing state of “Jinqiao” and related strategy theory ,the 
research dissect the strategy of “Jinqiao” in detail  which provide some suggestion on 
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第一章   绪论 
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第一章   绪论 
一、研究背景 
（一） 国际行业背景 





































































                                                        

































































建立一套战略的评价体系。如下图 1-2 所示： 








































图 1-2： 本文研究内容框架 
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